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Can love grow in the shadow of a broken past?Former bad girl Katie Stone can feel the weight of

her reputation settle over her as she drives home for the first time in years. Feeling deeply guilty

about her past mistakes, Katie wants to do the right thing for once. But the small town where she

grew up is not nearly as forgiving as she&apos;d hoped. Despite it all, she&apos;s determined to

help her parents cope with her mother&apos;s recent illness, and Katie finds a surprise ally in the

man next door.Asher Powell never minded being the son of a small-town pastor until a recent

breakup leaves him wounded by lifelong members of his church. He remembers his new neighbor

as a mean-spirited high school troublemaker, but he senses that her newfound faith and desire for

forgiveness are sincere.Through an unexpected friendship, two people from different worlds find

peace, hope, and a second chance they never dreamed was possible.
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"Every emotion is heightened thanks to these characters and their troubled pasts. Thereâ€™s highs

and lows as they reconcile with their mess of a past (especially for Katie) and amid it all, youâ€™ll



smile through the tears.â€•Katie Stone is walking trouble. Or so the people who once knew her

expect her to be. Now, years later, Katie has done a lot of growing up and with it, her life and

outlook has shifted.Circumstances have changed her since she walked out on her small town five

years ago. But in the wake of her return, ghosts rise up again to haunt her. Her past is as close as

next door with PK, Asher Powell. Though Katie and Asher werenâ€™t friends in high school, seeing

a classmate again stirs up old memories. But the difference is, Asher is no longer the same person

either. Gone is his former â€œgood kidâ€• reputation and in its place, a jaded heart that just may be

in need of renovation.When this novel was pitched for review, I was told not to let the cute scene

dripping with summer love, as depicted on the cover art, fool me. There was a whole lot more

hidden underneath the beautiful â€œfaceâ€• of "My Hope Next Door." How right that assessment is.

This novel, though it gives in to the sweeter side of life when needed, is a genuine and messy story.

My use of â€œmessyâ€• being only in the best sense considering the picture it paints is

heartbreaking, a needed situation to reach the heartwarming."I was wrong to say I've never fallen in

love. Because I've fallen more than once. ...I've fallen in love with you over and over again.â€• -

Tammy L. GrayStepping inside this story immediately proves first impressions wrong. We meet

Katie as she returns to her small town, and though we know the return haunts her, we donâ€™tâ€™

know why.
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